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This book is dedicated to my children, Jackie and Wyatt—in whose company 

I first fell in love with Monhegan, Isle au Haut, Islesboro, North Haven, 

and Vinalhaven—and to children everywhere who love an island.



Foreword 
BY  D E B O R A H  J OY  CO R E Y

Patrisha McLean is a ceaseless watcher and listener, a tireless and loving student of her subjects. For years she has been 

crossing Penobscot Bay by ferry to photograph the children living on the Maine islands of Islesboro, Vinalhaven, 

and North Haven. 

Some of these children are year-rounders, and some are summer residents. Some have been friends all of their lives, 

and some share a small island and do not know one another. Yet many of them spend time searching familiar shores where 

periwinkles and urchins lie hidden in the drying seaweed. They study the dog whelks and mussels, and the limpets that 

resemble sand dollars and cling to the large beach rocks. They walk through familiar spruce paths to spot deer, and then 

stand looking and listening, united in island time.

Often McLean’s subjects recount favorite outings while they are being photographed: Me and my friend Joe made a 

restaurant. We found all kinds of seaweed and rocks and stuff. Rocks were money. Seaweed goes inside the burger and the 

sand is the bun. The secret sauce was just water. When their photographs are eventually developed back on the mainland, 

a naturalness is revealed—as if the camera were not present, as if the clicking of the shutter was no more to them than the 

ringing of a bell buoy in the distance. 

In many of the portraits in My Island, a child stands like a sentinel as if protecting their island, or perhaps delivering a 

message. Only an intuitive photographer would sense this and be able to judge the perfect proximity to each child, which 

McLean has accomplished beautifully. The honesty in each of these photographs portrays trust. Study Miss Carmen with 

her beauty pageant sash, or Mike with his fishing rod, or Athena on her tractor, and you not only see an innate attentive-

ness, but also a challenge: Know me. In other photos, one might see melancholy or joy or liberation. 

No matter the emotion, the communication is so powerful and unadulterated that a viewer wonders if one should look 

away, for these are portraits of beauty in the purest sense, resonating with truth.

Why would one look away? 

Perhaps because it is not always easy to see that youthful beauty is also gritty, wise, and soulful. Many of these children 

know that if nature is their island’s reward, then isolation can sometimes be its punishment. They know that their island 

O P P O S I T E :  Richauna, six, and Richelle, eight, on their grandfather’s wharf (2010).
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is a place of many warnings. Men and women have been lost in stormy seas, just as fathers and mothers sometimes get lost 

in drugs and alcohol, or move off to other partners and start new families. An island is small and has few secrets; wealth 

and poverty have their equal heartaches.

A nonjudgmental photographer, McLean resists manipulation in her craft. Often the photo’s location is chosen by 

the subject, or the subject is caught at an unexpected moment. Her natural use of light is as organic as the settings, her 

photographs not re-creating or staging life, but rather sealing it like a poem that can be read again and again. To view the 

photographs in My Island is to read them, each a captured moment with its own mysterious cadence. 

Looking through this stunning collection, it is impossible to choose a favorite. Each seems to tell a story that the view-

er is allowed to invent by using visible clues. To me, John with Water Pistol is reminiscent of a Renaissance painting. John’s 

attire suggests a happy boy’s life, his shirt—with the salutation AHOY THERE—conjuring up happy scenes of sailing teams 

and sun-bleached summer days, but his hold on the toy pistol is serious, particularly his firm grasp on its muzzle, the gun 

pointing downward so as to avoid aiming. John does not look directly at the camera’s lens but off to the side, as if he sees a 

world beyond the photographer, and his look is somber. Renaissance painters were often inspired by saints, and there is a 

saintliness to John, a knowingness of things seen or perhaps things to come. Behind him the dirt road is long and curving 

and mist fills in the open sky. It is impossible to know whether he walked down this road or just appeared like an angel. At 

any rate, he seems to have come to deliver a message, perhaps from deep in nature. 

O P P O S I T E :  Richelle, eleven (2013).

I went on my class trip one time to Washington and New York, and I didn’t like it. I didn’t have a good time. I couldn’t handle 

all the noise, commotion, the fast life. 

[Richelle and Richauna] ask about the big cities, anywhere big. They want to explore, see what’s out there. They might see 

something they want to do. It’s pretty hard to use your imagination to the limit, being isolated here. You don’t really know 

what’s out there unless you go out and experience it. But you got to draw the line somewhere. All dads like me would worry 

about their children leaving the island and going off in the middle of nowhere, or anywhere.

— R I C KY  WA L K E R ,  FAT H E R  TO  R I C H E L L E  A N D  R I C H AU N A
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At night, we would try to stir up the water to get phosphorescence and we would watch the moon rise when it was orange.

—WYAT T,  F O U R T E E N ,  I S L E S B O R O

In the winter, the whole mudflat area is covered in thin ice, and it looks like Wite-Out was applied everywhere.

— I A N ,  S E V E N T E E N ,  I S L E S B O R O

Sometimes when you get a lobster in your hand they vibrate like your phone will vibrate.

—V I R G I N I A ,  S I X T E E N ,  V I N A L H AV E N

Whenever the [Harbor] Gawker dumps the lobster shells, the eels will come out from under the rocks. They put their heads in 

the tails of lobster shells, squiggle really fast to get the shell to go to the middle of their body, and swim away. They’re quite 

fun to watch.

— M I K E ,  T W E LV E ,  V I N A L H AV E N

Viewing the photographs in My Island is to be on island time. One becomes lost in the messages of these honest 

portraits. Patrisha McLean has documented each precious life with compassion and regard, revealing island girls and boys 

that few of us would ever get to know, and gracing us with the cadence of their poetry. 

Within the unabashed beauty of these photographs, we see the shadow of humanity. Therefore, we see ourselves. In 

the wise faces of these children, we learn that they are ceaseless watchers and listeners, like Patrisha, in tune with their 

beloved island and its nature, a place capable of cradling both joy and heartache. They each seem to fully understand 

Henry David Thoreau’s statement: We need the tonic of wildness.
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